Forming Fabric technology for paperboard & packaging has now been TransFormed.

TransForm Performance.
TransForm Efficiency.
TransForm Your Profits.

Exclusively from XERIUM xerium.com
Forming fabric technology has just taken a giant leap, and again from Xerium...the inventor of the modern synthetic forming fabric.

TransForm is a new generation of forming fabric technology incorporating innovative new fabric structures with game-changing new materials delivering superior performance of your demanding paperboard and packaging grade machines.

**TransForm Benefits**

- Reduces energy consumption by more than 15%
- Improves fiber retention by up to 15%
- Extends fabric life by 15 to 25%
- Delivers superior fabric stability
- Enhances sheet drainage rates
- Improves sheet quality & strength

**TransForm Applications**

The TransForm portfolio includes designs specially engineered to maximize performance on all your machines’ unique fabric positions:

- Fourdriniers, twin wire, top formers, gap formers
- Bottom ply positions
- Mid-ply positions
- Top ply positions

Contact your Xerium representative today to find out how to TransForm your machine...and your profits!